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Diffraction of a Released Bose-Einstein Condensate by a Pulsed Standing Light Wave

Yu. B. Ovchinnikov, J. H. Müller,* M. R. Doery, E. J. D. Vredenbregt,† K. Helmerson, S. L. Rolston, and W. D. Phillips
Atomic Physics Division, PHYS A-167, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

(Received 17 November 1998)

We study the diffraction of a released sodium Bose-Einstein condensate by a pulsed standing light
wave. The width of the momentum distribution of the diffracted atoms exhibits strong oscillations as a
function of the pulse duration, corresponding to periodic focusing and collimation of the condensate
inside the standing light wave. Applications of this thick grating regime of diffraction to atom
interferometry are discussed.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 03.75.Fi, 42.50.Vk
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Coherent atom optics is a new and rapidly developi
area of atom physics. We have used a standing wave o
cal potential to create a diffraction grating with which w
have studied the normal incidence temporal diffraction
an adiabatically cooled Bose-Einstein condensate (BE
The use of an atomic BEC as an atom optical source
clear advantages over a thermal source: (1) The B
source is several orders of magnitude brighter beca
of very high phase space density. (2) The rms atom
momentum is much less than the recoil momentum o
single photon, so diffraction orders are well separate
(3) Atoms are spatially well localized compared to th
Gaussian envelope of the laser beam forming the stand
wave, so the illumination is uniform, with a step-like tem
poral envelope. This is in contrast to atomic beam expe
ments, where there is a longitudinal momentum spread
the atomic beam, and atoms experience the full variat
of the spatial envelope of the light over different times.

The normal incidence diffraction of atoms by ligh
[1–4] was experimentally studied more than ten years a
with atomic beams interacting with continuous standi
waves [5]. All of these experiments were performed
the thin grating limit [4], in which the interaction time,t,
of the atoms with the light is so short that their displac
ment along the standing wave can be neglected. Wit
BEC atomic source, we have extended this experimen
range to implement a thick grating limit of diffraction
whent is comparable to or longer than the vibrational p
riod of the atoms in the standing light wave. Under the
conditions, oscillations in the symmetric redistribution o
the momentum and the spatial distribution of diffracte
atoms have been predicted theoretically [4,6]. Here,
observe such periodic collapses of the momentum sp
ting of the BEC, which have not been seen before.
related atom lithography experiments, the interaction tim
of atoms with the standing wave is fixed to focus the
inside the standing light wave and to deposit them on
solid substrate [7] (these experiments use only the fi
most sharp focus). Furthermore, chromatic aberratio
and surface diffusion of deposited atoms [8] makes co
parison of these experimental results with theory rath
inaccurate. Earlier experiments which also observed s
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channeling of atoms [9] were dominated by dissipatio
due to spontaneous emission and did not resolve indiv
ual diffracted momentum peaks.

We consider the diffraction of atoms by a plan
standing light wave pulse with a field amplitudeE�z, t� �
2E0f�t� cos�kz� sin�vt�, where the functionf�t� describes
the unit square pulse of durationt, andk � 2p�l is the
wave number. We assume the magnitude of the detuni
jDj � jv 2 v0j ¿ V0, G. Herev is the light frequency,
v0 is the frequency of the resonant atomic transitio
V0 � mE0�h̄ is the traveling wave Rabi frequency,m is
the dipole matrix element, andG is the natural width of
the transition. During the pulse, atoms in the ground sta
experience the potential

U�z� � U0 cos2�kz� , (1)

whereU0 � h̄V
2
0�D. The minimum classical oscillation

period is ty � p
p
jDj�V2

0vr , where vr � h̄k2�2M is
the recoil frequency, andM is the mass of the atom.

For t ø ty the standing wave can be treated as a th
phase grating that modifies the atomic de Broglie wa
with a phase modulation given byf�z� � U�z�t�h̄ �
f0 cos2�kz�, wheref0 � V

2
0t�D is the peak amplitude

of the phase modulation. An atom with zero momentu
is therefore split by the standing wave into multipl
components with momenta

pn � n2h̄k, �n � 0, 61, 62, . . .� , (2)

with populationsPn � J2
n�f0�2�, whereJn�z� are Bessel

functions of the first kind [3].
For t * ty the diffraction of atoms is fundamentally

different. Modification of the de Broglie wave can no
longer be described by a phase modulation and thin gr
ing theory no longer applies. Instead, atoms oscillate
the wells of the standing wave potential, periodically fo
cusing and defocusing. We observe this periodicity
momentum space as an oscillation of the populations
the different momentum components. Classically, the a
harmonicity of potential (1) tends to destroy this period
icity. In our strongly quantal experiment, however, th
potential is so shallow that only two vibrational quantum
states are highly occupied. So, in our case, the period
ity hardly deteriorates, and strong collapses in momentu
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width are observed. The maximum momentum gain dur-
ing each period of oscillation is pmax �

p
2jU0jM, which

provides a good estimate for the maximum significantly
populated diffraction order [4] nmax �

p
jU0j��4h̄vr�.

The experiment was organized as follows. With a
combination of laser and evaporative cooling we produced
in about 30 s a BEC consisting of about 106 sodium atoms
in the 3S1�2�F � 1, mF � 21� state in a time-averaged
orbiting potential (TOP) magnetic trap. Subsequently, the
spring constant of the trap was adiabatically decreased
by a factor of 100 in 0.5 s in order to decrease the
momentum spread of condensate. The final diameter of
the adiabatically expanded BEC was about 60 mm and
the principal oscillation frequencies of the trap were vx �
16 Hz, vy � 23 Hz, and vz � 32 Hz, where x is vertical.

The standing light wave used for diffracting the BEC
was produced by a dye laser, locked to the 3S1�2�F �
1� ! 3P3�2�F0 � 2� transition of sodium for which
G�2p � 10 MHz. The frequency was shifted D�2p �
2420 MHz to the red side of this transition by an acousto-
optical modulator (AOM). This AOM was also used for
rapidly switching on and off the standing wave in less than
30 ns. After passing through the AOM, the beam was
sent through a single mode fiber to provide a clean TEM00
spatial mode. Then, the beam was expanded to a 1�e2

diameter of 2.8 mm, sent through a linear polarizer, passed
through the vacuum chamber containing the BEC, and
retroreflected. The intensity maximum of the transverse
profile of the standing wave was made coincident with the
location of the BEC. The total power in the laser beam
was about 1 mW, corresponding to a peak Rabi frequency
V0�2p � 16 MHz. Because of possible misalignment
between the true intensity center of the beam and the
location of the BEC, the Rabi frequency could be up to
20% less then the calculated maximum value.

In all experiments the BEC was suddenly released from
the magnetic trap and allowed to expand for 2 ms. It
would be more correct to call the released BEC a cold co-
herent atomic wave packet expanding in free space, but
in accordance with existing terminology we also call it a
BEC. To produce diffraction, a short pulse of horizontal
standing wave light was then applied. After an additional
time of flight of 10 ms, the horizontal spatial distribution of
the diffracted atoms was detected using a standard absorp-
tion imaging method [10] with a vertical probe beam.

In Fig. 1 we present several images of the horizontal
spatial distributions of the diffracted BEC atoms after in-
teracting with standing wave pulses of different durations.
These data were taken at 1:1 magnification with an 8-bit
CCD camera having a spatial resolution along the direc-
tion of the standing wave of 17 mm. From these images
one can see how the population of higher order momentum
states first grows, than saturates, and finally (for t � 3 ms)
converges down to a nearly pure undiffracted distribution.
We have also observed similar oscillations for larger du-
rations of the standing wave pulse up to 12 ms (see Fig. 3
FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of the optical depth of the BEC
diffracted by a standing wave pulse of various durations. The
corresponding duration of the pulse is shown above each
individual distribution.

below). The maximum number of observed diffraction or-
ders (five peaks) is in agreement with the calculated value
of nmax � 2, for our parameters.

In Fig. 2 we show the distribution of diffracted atoms
along the z axis for t � 1.2 ms. This figure is the result
of selecting a narrow strip of pixels along the diffraction
direction within the data and integrating the content of the
pixels along the perpendicular rows. The inset shows the
n � 21 diffraction peak. The size of the inset is 400 mm.
By using the Thomas-Fermi model [11] of the expansion
of the BEC we calculated the rms momentum width of the
atomic ensemble at the moment of application of the light
standing wave to be about p

�i�
rms � �0.02 6 0.002�h̄k.

FIG. 2. Spatial profile of the integrated number of atoms of
the split BEC along the z axis of the standing light wave. The
duration of the standing wave pulse was t � 1.2 ms. The inset
is an enlargement of the n � 21 diffraction peak.
285
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We integrate the area under each of the peaks in the
images to extract the relative number of atoms in each
diffraction order. Shown in Fig. 3(a) is the dependence
of the number of atoms in the n � 0 and in each of
the n � 61 diffraction peaks [Fig. 3(b)] as a function
of the duration of the standing wave pulse. We found
that for short pulse duration, t # 1 ms, the splitting is
well described by thin grating theory. In Fig. 3, one
can see three collapses of the BEC motion, manifested
as an absence of splitting of the BEC at t � 3.2, 6.5,
and 10 ms. The maximum number of atoms in the
n � 61 peaks [Fig. 3(b)] was observed between these
times. This behavior can be explained as an alternating
sequence of squeezing of the whole atomic distribution in
coordinate (focusing) and momentum (collimation) space
in a standing wave potential with period tc � 3.2 ms.
The �10% fluctuation of the amplitudes of the diffracted
peaks was a result of the corresponding fluctuation of the
number of atoms in the BEC from shot to shot.

The decrease in the total number of atoms in the
diffraction peaks in Fig. 3 for t � 10 ms is explained by
the continuous excitation of a small population of atoms
to the upper electronic state with subsequent fast emission
of spontaneous photons, giving atoms a recoil momentum
h̄k in a random direction.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the relative number of atoms in n � 0
(a) and n � 1 (b) diffraction orders as a function of standing
wave pulse duration t. The inset shows the dependence of the
rms momentum width prms of the diffracted atoms on t.
286
In Fig. 4(a) we present a calculation of the dependence
of the intensities of the main diffracted peaks on the
duration of the standing wave pulse, obtained by the
numerical solution of the linear Schrödinger equation
for a two-level atom. The two-level model is a good
approximation because the detuning of the standing wave
is much larger than the hyperfine splitting of the upper
atomic state. A traveling wave Rabi frequency V0�2p �
14 MHz, detuning D�2p � 2420 MHz, and a Gaussian
initial momentum distribution with p

�i�
rms � 0.005h̄k were

used [12]. These calculations agree very well with the
experimentally obtained curves of Fig. 3, both yielding
tc � 3.2 ms. (This time is about 23% larger than ty�2 �
2.6 ms, which can be explained by the anharmonicity
of the sinusoidal potential.) The calculated minimum
rms spatial width of the focused atomic ensemble in a
single well of the optical potential is zrms � 20 nm at
t � 1.54 ms [see Fig. 4(b)]. Furthermore, the calculated
phase space density of these atoms satisfies zrmsprms �
h̄�2, near values of t for which atoms are maximally
focused. Here prms refers to the rms momentum width
of the entire ensemble. Based on the measured relative
amplitudes of the individual n � 0, 61, 62 diffraction
peaks, we have calculated prms of the diffracted atoms for

FIG. 4. (a) Calculated population in n � 0 (solid curve),
n � 1 (dashed curve), and n � 2 (dotted curve) diffraction
peaks as a function of standing wave pulse duration t (see
text for definition of dotted-dashed line); (b) calculated atomic
spatial distribution at t � 1.5 and 3.2 ms.
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t varying from 0 to 4 ms. This is indicated in the inset of
Fig. 3(a) by the dots, which are in good agreement with
the dashed theory curve.

We have also calculated the energies of the eigenstates
and their populations for the atoms in the standing wave
potential with a total depth U0 � 219.26h̄vr . There are
only three bands (labeled y � 0, 1, 2) of allowed states
below the potential barrier [6]. Therefore the interaction
of atoms with the standing wave has a completely quan-
tum character. At all times after the light is suddenly
turned on, the atoms are distributed over states near the
center of the Brillouin zone of only the three, lowest-
energy, even bands; the spatially symmetric initial wave
function has zero projection on the antisymmetric states in
odd bands. The energies and occupations of these states
are E0 � 215.14h̄vr , W0 � 59.1%; E2 � 22.28h̄vr ,
W2 � 38.2%; E4 � 7.37h̄vr , W4 � 2.7%. Therefore,
we have a strongly nonclassical system consisting mainly
of two populated vibrational states, with a beat period
of 2p h̄��E0 2 E2� � 3.1 ms between them, which is in
very good agreement with the experimentally observed
period of atomic motion tc. The longer beat period ob-
servable in Fig. 4(a), 2p h̄��E0 1 E4 2 2E2� � 12.5 ms,
is due to the small population of the third vibrational
level E4.

We have found that, in the thick grating limit and for the
small amplitude of the standing wave potential �nmax �
2�, it is possible to split atoms into just two diffraction
components, n � 61, separated in momentum space by
4h̄k. We observed such a splitting experimentally for t �
2 and 4.5 ms. The calculation shows that, in the absence
of spontaneous emission, the total number of atoms in
the n � 61 diffraction peaks for t � 8 ms can be as
large as 90% [dotted-dashed curve in Fig. 4(a)]. Such a
laser “biprism” for atoms might be very useful for atom
interferometers.

In conclusion, we have observed diffraction of a coher-
ent atomic sample by a pulsed standing light wave. Peri-
odic collapses of the momentum splitting of the diffracted
atoms were observed. The general technique of temporal
atom optics of supercold BEC atoms used in our experi-
ment is very promising for further studies of other phe-
nomena, such as atomic beam splitters [13] and temporal
atom interferometers [14]. This method permits investi-
gation of the limiting resolution of atom lithography in the
absence of chromatic aberrations and surface diffusion of
deposited atoms [8].

We recently learned that similar oscillations of the
momentum distribution of diffracted atoms were observed
for a thermal beam of metastable argon atoms [15].
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